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1 Introduction

the time it takes for deletions to propagate from the
owner to all successors is typically n rounds of the
stabilization process. Since rounds are short, eager
repair will quickly delete all redundant versions of
data stored at the owner node and its successors.
Note, though, that eager repair implicitly assumes
that successors will have the capacity to store redundant data.
Compared with eager repair, lazy repair uses additional redundancy to mask temporary node departures [2]. Eager repair immediately reacts to node
arrivals and departures by propagating redundant
data to new successors. Since node churn makes
departures and arrivals very common, lazy repair
uses additional redundancy to delay the propagation
of redundant data to new nodes until many nodes
storing the redundant data have simultaneously departed. As a result, lazy repair reduces the communication overhead of maintaining redundant data
for availability in the face of high node churn by
decoupling redundancy maintenance from node departures.
Lazy repair uses a level of indirection to store redundant data. When storing data at a key’s owning
node, lazy repair creates and stores redundant versions of the data on random nodes in the system. It
records and tracks the nodes storing redundant data
in a metadata structure stored at the key’s owner.
To ensure that the metadata is also highly available,
lazy repair uses eager repair just for the metadata.
To delete data in a system using lazy repair, an
application will send a request to delete data associated with a key to the key’s owning node. The owner
will then mark the data as deleted and subsequently
delete all redundant versions of this data on storage nodes. Once storage nodes delete the redundant

Distributed hash tables (DHTs) are increasingly being proposed as the core communication and storage layer for distributed services in the Internet.
This trend spans many traditional distributed applications, including file, storage, and archival systems [2,11,13,15], content delivery systems [3,6,8],
databases [9], mail servers [7], messaging systems [10], and distributed naming services [12, 16].
DHTs map keys in a large, virtual ID space to associated values stored and managed by individual
nodes in an overlay network. Since DHTs span
many unreliable nodes in a wide-area environment,
network and node failures are a common occurrence. To cope with such failures, previous work
has explored mechanisms and policies for using redundancy to mask failures as users and applications
allocate and update data in the DHT.
In this paper, we discuss the problem of storage
reclamation in DHTs that use redundancy to provide
high data availability. Two general approaches to
managing data redundancy in DHTs have emerged,
eager repair and lazy repair. For data stored in
the DHT under a particular key, the eager approach
maintains redundant data on n successors of the
node that “owns” the key [4, 5, 15]. Each node in
the system runs a background stabilization process
that synchronizes its data with its n successors. This
stabilization process conveniently handles both redundancy maintenance and reclamation simultaneously. Nodes propagate redundant data to a successor if the successor does not have it. Similarly,
nodes implicitly propagate deletions to their successors so that successors can determine when they can
remove the redundant data they store. As a result,
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data, the owner can complete the deletion operation
by deleting the metadata as well. However, since
lazy repair tolerates the temporary departure of storage nodes, storage reclamation is more difficult and
requires additional overhead to completely delete all
redundant versions of data than eager repair. It requires communication overhead to track when storage nodes return, and it requires storage overhead to
maintain metadata until the deletion completes.
Two approaches for performing storage reclamation for lazy repair are active polling and implicit
garbage collection. With active polling, a key’s
owner polls storage nodes until they return to the
system, or until a timeout declares the node departed forever. Active polling uses communication
overhead to reduce storage overhead by deleting it
quickly. With garbage collection, storage nodes locally timeout and delete redundant data, reclaiming
storage resources. Garbage collection requires less
communication overhead, but deleted data persists
longer in the system. In the rest of this paper, we
compare the tradeoffs of these two methods.

Figure 1: Time to delete data on storage nodes, and
number of metadata copies made during the deletion
process.
complete the delete, we do not consider it further in
the comparison. Hence, the owner needs to send
at least one message to all storage nodes for the
redundant data and successor nodes storing copies
of the metadata. For temporarily departed nodes,
the owner also needs to send messages to poll those
nodes until they arrive back in the system.
To quantify the overhead of using active polling,
we simulated file allocation and deletion in the TotalRecall file system [2]. We used availability measurements from the Overnet peer-to-peer system to
model node churn [1], and we used the data creation
and deletion statistics of an NFS workload to an instructional server [14] to model file system activity.
We created file system traffic from the above statistics for first two days. We started with 32GB data
and each day we created 32GB of data, and during each day the workload deletes 39% of the data
and overwrites 49% of the data uniformly throughout the day.
We then tracked the time required to fully delete
files from the system. Figure 1 presents these results. The x-axis is the time required to remove data
on storage nodes and then the metadata on the owner
for a file. The y-axis on the left is the percentage of
deleted files. A point (a, b) on the curve “Deletiontime” indicates that b percentage of files required a
hours to complete the deletion. Overall, only one
percent of files are removed immediately, and 18%
took less than one day to remove the file. For 60%

2 Active Polling
In active polling, the key’s owning node handles
the application-level delete request. The owner is
then responsible for deleting the underlying redundant data used to store the application data and provide high availability. Once the storage nodes have
deleted their data, the owner then deletes the metadata. The owner attempts to contact all storage
nodes to perform the delete. Storage nodes in the
system perform the delete immediately. For storage
nodes not in the system, the owner polls them until
they appear in the system again or until a timeout
declares those nodes permanently departed.
The cost to remove data using this approach has
four components: informing the storage nodes to
delete the data, polling departed storage nodes until
they appear again, using eager repair to maintain the
metadata during polling, and removing the metadata
to complete the delete.
The polling and metadata maintenance costs are
zero if all storage nodes are in the system when an
application removes a file. Since all storage reclamation approaches need to remove the metadata to
2

of the files the owner times out and declares the remaining storage nodes to have departed the system
forever. Note that we present the time to remove
files rather than the number of messages to decouple the results from any specific polling mechanism.
Until the owner removes all underlying redundant data used to store a file, it must maintain the
metadata representing the file. Assuming the use of
eager repair to maintain metadata, maintenance incurs a communication cost to make replicas across
successors during host churn. To quantify this cost,
we measured the number of replica copies made to
maintain metadata during the simulation experiment
above. The curve labeled “Metadata Cost” in Figure 1 shows the results of these measurements, also
as a function of time. The y-axis on the right indicates the number of metadata copies made as the
owner waits for all storage nodes to delete their file
data. A point (a, b) on the curve indicates that a
file that required a hours to delete its data required
b copies to maintain the availability of its metadata
during the deletion process. Since for a given deletion time the number of metadata copies varies depending on the underlying host churn, we show an
error line for each point. The bottom of each error
line shows the minimum number of copies required,
the top shows the maximum, and the middle shows
the average.
Longer deletion times require more metadata
copies. On average, deletions that take a day require
11 copies. Likewise, deletions that span a week require 28 copies. Overall, 74% of files required more
than two days to delete data from all storage nodes
and at least 16 metadata copies.
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Figure 2: Time to repair.
owner then repairs data lost to unavailable nodes by
propagating redundant data to new storage nodes.
Garbage collection can take advantage of these
availability checks to further reduce communication costs. As a result, a storage node can assume
that, if it does not receive an availability probe from
the owner within an expected time frame (e.g., a
small multiple of the probe interval), then the file
has been deleted and the storage node can reclaim
the storage used for the file. If the storage node mistakenly deletes the data because availability probes
are severely delayed or repeatedly lost, then the
owner will already consider the storage node unavailable with respect to file availability since the
probe failed. Note that the owner can still reconstruct the file from other storage nodes.
To estimate timeout values that storage nodes can
use to locally decide that a file has been deleted, we
simulated the behavior of using lazy repair in TotalRecall to maintain file availability using the Overnet
workload to model host churn. We uniformly distributed 3,600 files during the first day of the simulation, and for each file measured the time for host
churn to cause file availability to drop below the
lazy repair threshold.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of
time to invoke lazy repair across all files. The xaxis shows the time to repair, and the y-axis shows
the percentage of files repaired. The Overnet trace
exhibits considerable host churn, and as a result we
see that roughly 95% of files require repair within
one day and all files require repair within three days.
These results suggest that storage nodes can use a
long timeout to decide to garbage collect data when
they have not received an availability probe from the

3 Garbage Collection
With garbage collection, when the owner receives
the application-level delete request it removes the
metadata associated with the file immediately but
does not contact the storage nodes. Instead, the storage nodes decide to garbage collect deleted data on
their own based upon existing communication between owners and storage nodes. When using lazy
repair, owners poll their storage nodes to track the
overall availability of a file. When the number of
available storage nodes drops below a threshold, the
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owner.
With garbage collection, owners delete file metadata and stop probing storage nodes, and storage
nodes eventually timeout and garbage collect the
data they store for the file. During this timeout
period, the disk storage used for data stored for a
deleted file cannot be reused for other files, and represents a temporary storage overhead until garbage
collection reclaims it. The amount of storage overhead is the rate at which applications are deleting files times the garbage collection timeout —
the garbage collection timeout effectively buffers
deleted data. This storage overhead is only an issue
if the storage node is at capacity. If it is, then it can
refuse requests to store new data and those requests
will go to other storage nodes. If the entire system
is at capacity, then this storage overhead will cause
the system to reach capacity sooner than otherwise.
However, it does not reduce the total amount of data
that the system can store since the storage will be reclaimed.

the simulation of file system activity above, dead
nodes have 15% of all file data. With garbage collection, the system does not expend resources on
this data to remove it. Garbage collection also reduces communication costs since owners remove
metadata immediately rather than maintaining it until all storage nodes have deleted the data. Since
lazy repair depends upon owner nodes and storage
nodes remaining in contact for the purposes of evaluating file availability, lack of contact can indicate
that the file has been deleted and the storage node
can garbage collect it. As a result, garbage collection is preferable for reclaiming storage in DHTbased systems that use lazy repair to provide high
availability.
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